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Linguistic proficiency and linguistic activity ara taken for grante? by 

most of us, Certainly, every parant regards the first attempts of his 

child to talk as most remarkable and unique but all the same as complete

ly natural. All children ara expected to start talking and, as is well 

known, nothing can prevent anormal child from picking up the trick how 

to speak and understand the language of his linguistic community, To 

acquire other linguistic skills such as reading and writing, however, 

the child has to be sent to school to get instruction, In the hands of 

a trained teacher the child is expected to learn to read and write, 

albeit not as easily as he learned to talk, 

Speaking and understanding are primary linguistic activities and they 

are basic to reading and writing proficiency, By the age of 4, the voca

bulary of the child is large, his language is fluent and his memory span 

for heard words is quite adequate for comprehending simple sentences 

(Conrad 1972). Yet he is generally not sent to school until the age of 

6 or 7. What more are we waiting for to happen? According to Mattingly 

(1972) the primary linguistic ability alone is not sufficient, since 

reading is highly related to the speaker-hearer's awareness of this 

linguistic ability. It is not enough to be able to listen and talk, one 

must be aware o'f -1:his activi ty too, The pleasure same children show in 

playing with words as in punning and rhyming are obvious signs of this 

awareness, as is also the invention of "secret" languages, Maybe this 

awareness is reinforced by the reading skill so that it might be more 

appropriate to talk about a mutual influence, 

Conrad (pp, 217 ff,) argues that what the child of 4 has not yet 

developed isa phonological short-term memory, Such a memory is neces

sary to enable him to remember the segment just processed while working 

on the next one, Without this memory no word would emerge from the 

letter-to-sound processing. Conrad draws this conclusion from an 

experiment with adults who showed a preferred use of what he calls the 

phonological short-term memory (STM) code when recalling visually pre

sented verbal items with either similar or dissimilar sounds, Although 

the items in one of the two lists were visually quite different, this 
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information was apparently ignored, 

A similar paradigm was then used for young children with mental ages 

ranging from 3 to 11 years, Two sets of coloured pictures were used, The 

names of the pictures were all familiar to the subjects, One set consist-

ed of "cat", "rat", "bat", "hat", "mat", "man", "tap", "bag" and the 

other of "fish", "girl", "bus", "spoon", "horse", "train", "clock" and 

"hand", The children had to match from memory a certain number of cards 

(which were turned face down after having been shown and named by the 

experimenter) with the cards from one of the two vocabulary sets. Up to 

the age of 5 there was no ~ifference in the ability to recall either of 

the two ,3ctc~, 5 years there was an increasing advantage for the 

non-rhyming set, Conrad concludes that before this crucial age it i5 

irrelevant to STM performance whether or not the pictures have rhyming 

names but from the agc of 5 or 6 years the subjects perform as 

if they wcre us phonological information as STM code, 

Even though the child has some awareness of his linguistic activity 

and even if he has developed a phonological STM code, we cannot be sure 

that he will havs no problems in mastering the language in its written 

· form, Lots of apparently normal children fail to learn to read or learn 

only very , One e reason is the visual similarity of the 

letters, All tht"l vowels except "i" are small and round, and yct they 

should be associated with very different sound qualities, Such a relation 

must be found illogical, Ouring his short life the child has learnt that 

a picture of a cat or a dog isa cat or a dog 110 matter if the picture 

is turned 011 its head or to the right or the left, It must be confusing 

to discover that one letter turns into a new one if turned indifferent 

directions, thr:, case with "b", "d", "p", and "q", 

Toa beginner the letters mec:111 only form, not sound, This fact was 

illustrated very clearly once in a test given to the beginners in the 

schools of Great Britain, The instructions were to continue to place the 

letters of the alphabet on two rows in the following sequence: 

A [ f- H 
B C O c; 

This test becam~ known because only beginners were able to solve the 

task in the intended way, Letters mean form only as long as they do not 

have an acoustic content, Oncs the letters have been given=this property 



it is no longer possible to perceive them as pure graphic forms. Deaf 

mutes tend to confuse tachistoscopically presented letters that are 

similar in form, while people with good hearing and deaf with articu

lated speech confuse letters that represent similar sounds (Conrad 

pp. 227 ff.). 
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Lindell ( 1964) has shown that spelling problems do not mean deficient 

visual perception. Pupils with spelling problems have no difficultv in 

detecting differences between ordinary pictures but gain a lower score 

than pupils without spelling difficulties when testad for differences 

between word pictures, 

Rozin et al. (1971) report very good results from an experiment with 

nine Am~rican children with severely retarded reading ability who were 

taught to read English by using Chinese characters. Two conclusions can 

be drawn from this experiment, Either the Chinese characters are too 

different in form to be confused or "phonetic mapping" is avoided when 

reading logograms, 

In his neuropsychological investigation of reading disabili ties, 

Doehring (1968) has shown that reading disability was most highly corre

lated with visual and verbal tasks that required sequential processing 

of the related material, 

Isabelle l_iberman ( 1973) is seeking the causes of reading errors in 

an unawarsnsss of the phonemes of the spoken words, In her opinion, a 

child of 5-6 years cannot segment a word into phonemes, but has no 

problems when asked to count the syllables of the word, This argument is 

consistent with data from Japan. According to Makita (1968), fewer than 

1 io of the Japanese pupils have reading difficulties, In the West the 

corresponding percentage is between 10 and 20, As the differencs cannot 

be physiological it must be related to the different writing systems. The 

Japanese have two different types of characters, viz, "kanjis" (ideograms) 

and "kanas" (phonograms). The kanas rspresent 46 sound units, mostly the 

consonant-vowel type syllable, The kanji characters number about 11 800 

and have inherent meaning as well as phonological form, In school, the 

children ars first taught to recognize and reproduce the kanas, and then 

to represent the lexical items by the kanjis. It isa common observation 

that when a person forgets how to write the kanji for infrequent words 

( there are such a large number of characters to be mastered), he oftsn 
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represents such words with the kana equivalents (5asanuma & Fujimura 

1971). 

Many skilled readers claim they go directly from the graphic picture 

of the word to its semantic representation without using any kind of 

"inner speech" or "latent articulation", There have been numerous 

discussions about such neuromotor activity during silent reading. 

Edfeldt (1960) in an investigation regarding EMG activity in laryngeal 

muscles during silent reading found less activity in good readers than 

in poor. He also found that an easy text resulted in less silent speech 

activity than did a difficult one, Smith (1973) askshow the maning of 

a sentence that is not available during unvocalized silent reading will 

suddenly appear when words are subvocalized, Conrad maintains the opinion 

''that articulation almost,always occurs, that it is pro~ably task-rele

vant, but that sound evidence that it is necessary is laGking" (p, 211), 

In some recent articles Klapp et al, (1973) and Pynte (1974) discuss a 

mechanism of readiness for pronunciation during the reading process, 

In order to fincY out whether there was any kind of phonetic activi ty 

when reading non-,3-lphabetical wri tten words, Erickson et al. ( 1973) 

conducted an experiment on the visual, phonetic and semantic confusabil

ity of the Japanesc kanji characters, The subjects, all native Japanese, 

reported not being aware of using any kind of silent speech or acoustic 

memory 1 which of course must be considered as redundant in connexion 

with non-alphabetical text, The subjects were shown a series of 

characters and then asked to name a subsequent character, Confusion 

turned out to be muph greater when the words_ represented by the series 

of characters were phonetically similar, In spite of the naturs of the 

kanji charactE;rs 1 the subjects used a "phonetic" code, In the discussion 

af their results, Erickson et al, bring up the investigations carried 

out among Japanese aphasic patients by Sasanuma & Fujimura (1971 and 

1972). A group of aphasics with apraxia of speech made a significantly 

gnc,ater numtmr of errors in kah~·''B;,"bcessings than in k~nji · processings, 

especially in writing tasks, The aphasics without apraxia exhibited no 

such clear difference, It was assumed by Sasanuma & Fujimura that the 

kana transcriptions can by-pass the phonological processor and have 

direct access to the lexical items, The conclusion that the kana and 

the kanji transcriptions were to be processed indifferent modes is in-
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consistent with the way the normal Japanese acted in the experiment 

reported by Erickson et al, If the phonological processor was damaged 

then there should be a notable difference in perception too, theJargue, 

Such a difference was not reported, They prefer to rega~d the behaviour 

of the aphasic patients as an indication of different levels of linguis-

tic awareness, 

Everything reported so far seems to ignore visual perception in 

reading and yet the graphic picture of the words is what is mast impor

tant to the skilled reader. He does not code words inta sounds before 

grasping their meaning, If that was his strategy, he would not hesitate 

when confronted with a sentence like: "The bouy and the none tolled hymn 

they had scene and herd a pear of bear feet in the haul" solongas the 

words are familiar to him (LaBerge 1972)~ Smith (pp, 73 ff,) emphasizes 

that meaning can be extracted from sequences of written words indepen

dently of their sounds, and that meaning must be comprehended if sounds 

are to be appropriately.produced, 

An active reading process like the analysis1by-synthesis procedurs 

in speech perception is proposed by many investigators, Bower (1970) has 

shown that a fast reader picks up the structure of the sentence before 

recognizing the individual constitusnts of the sentences. This means that 

the appearance of a word is more important than its sound for reading 

(pp, 143 ff,). Kolers (1972) comes toa similar conclusion in a very 

interesting reading experiment where he rotated the lines of the text 

in various ways. Such texts preserve all the normal features but in a 

somewhat unfamiliar pattern, The subjects developed considerable skill 

at reading the rotated linas, It was discovered that in misreading a 

word the subjects usually substituted for it a word of approximately the 

same length, This seems to be the same phenomenon as Liberman (1972) 

refers toas "shortcuts" in the linguistic processing, indicating that 

familiar material does not receive complete linguistic processing, An 

active reading strategy must imply exactly this sort of guessing-game, 

It is generally agreed that only a small part of a text is focused 

by the eye, which moves "in saccades" and makes only 3 or 4 fixations 

per second, Slow and fast readers make the same number of fixations. 

Malmquist (quoted by Platzack 1974, p. 26) reports that a skilled 

reader can take in 2,5 words per fixation at mast, a slow reader not 

mora than 0,5 words per fixation. 
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It can thus be assumed that becoming a skilled reader implies a lot 

mors than just processing rapidly the letters put together into words 

and sentences, The reader's awareness of the phonotactical and grammatic

al structun3 of l1is language isa pre-requisite as is his knowledge of 

the phonology and the morphology of the words, This knowledge increases 

the redundancy of the visual information anda larger part of the text 

can be processed at the same time (Platzack, op,cit,). Spelling errors 

might reveal something about the development of this knowledge and about 

the reading process itself, I havs therefore collected all the misspell

ings from about 200 compositions written by about 100 Swedish pupils 

during their fourth and ixth year in school. Since it is known from 

e,g, Lindell (op.cit,) that the difference between a good anda poor 

speller is the numbur not the kind of misspellings 1 the errors col

lected from a •normal 1 class can be regarded as representative, 

The were grouped conventionally into insertions, 

om1ss1ons, substitutions and transpositions, Only errors not due to 

ignurancE3 Df rules are discussed here, As in the investigations 

by l_inrfoll th rnni,3c3iom3 and the substitution,3 turnec:! out to be by far 

the most t errurs, LDts of substitutions ars purely graphic, 

defined as errors that would be discovered by the author if he was to 

read the text aloud 

acDUE3 t i.c Dr 

Ui 

elf, The "genuine" substitutions would proba-

the writer since they are equivalent to his 

idea of the word, About 3/4 of the omissions 

UI'\ , Gårding ( 1974) has rules for 

assimilation and roduction in spoken Swedish, One type of reduction 

rule cancerns the assimilation of consonants, This isa very common 

in tho written compDsitions too, There seems to be an even 

ten in the misspellings than in spoken language for two 

acent eon ,Dn~nts ,;11•:iru the ,:oame contact ::,urface 1 c,ince several 

omissions in th writton material of consonants in clusters with the 

same or almost the same place of articulation are naver omitted in 

speech, dl,,o rnc-mtions the fact that initial clusters ars 

novor reduced 1 Final ones, This ssems to be true for the written 



material in general. Many omissions are found in final position, very 

few initially, Almost 100 ia of the single consonants are omitted in 

final position. This goes even for words where such an omission is 

impossible in the spok~ language, As is well known and as was men

tioned also by Gårding, the information value is low at the end of a 

word, It would be an interesting task to campare the causes of the 

spelling errors with the origin of the reduction rules of the spaken 

language, 
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There was a certain tendency among the substitution errors fora 

target phoneme to be replaced by a phoneme with the same distinctive 

features except one, This observation has been reported in the 

literature many times, Wickelgren (1966) concluded that a consonant is 

coded in the short-term memory not as a unit but as aset of distinctive 

features, Sasanuma & Fujimura (1972) and Trost & Canter (1974) found 

that the substitution errors made by aphasic patients were approxima

tions for the target phonemes, It has also been suggested that certain 

graphic errors found in compositions written by students at the age of 

19 or 20 show a similar pattern (Hultman, personal communication). 

If the tendency to confuse phonemes with the same or almost the same 

place of articulation and to omit consonants in clusters under similar 

conditions can be proved to occur more genePally•in misspellings, then 

we might assume that we use an articulatory memory during writing tasks, 

Maybe this hypothesis c~n also explain why the aphasics with apraxia 

had greater difficulty in writing the kanas than the kanjis, It might be 

that they could not evoke their articulatory memory just as they cannot 

evoke the memory of other movements, The articulatory memory would only 

be necessary for the sequential processing of the quasi-phonological 

kana symbols, but not for the ideograms, If this is true there must be 

another explanation for the phonological activity shown when the 'normal' 

Japanese confused the rhyming kanjis, This was a memory task and it is 

plausible, as is emphazised by LaBerge, that the phonological code is 

the strategy we use when the task is to store and retrieve directly 

from the short-term memory, This strategy ~annat simply be generalized 

to comprehension tasks (p, 243), 

Summary 

The child who has not yet learnt to read and write has an undivided 
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acoustic-articulatory image of a word, To be able to read .and wri te,. 

he must link this acoustic-articulatory unit with a sequence of 

letters. 1 This can only be achieved if the acoustic-articulatory image 

is first divided inta sound segments corresponding to the letters, a 

tas!< which involves segmentation of a continuous acoustic signal and 

overlapping articulatory gestures and relating the segments to neatly 

defined letters, Little by little the sound segments and the sequence 

of letters are integrated and perceived as a unit, There is no longer 

one acoustic and one ·visual picture of the wor.d but a picture that is 

simultan~ously and indivisibly acoustic-articulatory and visual, When 

this integration has been accomplished, the reading process can develop 

in an analysis-by-synthesis manner like t~e auditory perception, The 

strategy used by a skilled reader is nei t11er a letter-by-letter nor a 

word-by-word processing, If the child has difficultes in managing ·the 

sequential .proces~ing when starting tQ read there will be no integrated 

word picture and the child will fail to learn to read 1 or learn only 

very slowly. 

Learning to read and write logograms does not require awarensss of 

the segments of the acoustic word image since the visual word picture 

is nota sequence of symbols, No sequential processing is thus necessary 

for reading logograms, 

The completely intsgrated word picture cannot be dissolved, Alexis 

and agraphia are fictitious exceptions, since it is the performance and 

not the competence that is damaged (Weigl G Bierwisch 1970). With an 

inh,grated word picture it is 110 longer possiblc3 to perceivL=i the letters 

as pure forms, Co11sequently 1 it is not possible to use only visual pro

cessing in silent reading or writing, If this was the case, then a poor 

reader would not have more problems in separating word pictures than 

other pictures, Some sort of silent speech is 110 doubt involved in silent 

reading and wr:Lting as wsll as in other mc::Jntal activities, The task is 

to find out what kind, how and when, 

1. This is the way reading is frequently taught, Only rscently havs 
attempts been mads to teach rsading by prsssnting ths whole written 
word a.s a unit (e.g, E3öderbergh, 1972), 
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